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By Dr Alan Barclay

verywhere in t he practice of
modern medicine, the use of
imaging is incr easing. More and
more, the use of some sort of
radiological image is co nsidered necessary
for the diagnostic work-up of even the most
banal of cases. Yet in Europe the paradox is
that, although radiology is s o central and
unavoidable in t he day-to-day operation
of modern health care, as a profession it is
racked by doubts and medical students are
opting to specialize in radiology and instead
are preferring to opt for disciplines where
face-to-face contact with the patient is more
prevalent. The ca ricature of the radiologist
is of someone kept in a diml y lit backroom
peering into a s creen and dictating legally
binding reports on images from patients
that the radiologist may never actually meet
in person. The e ver-increasing quality of
images generated by modern technological
advances is, more and more, making it easier for non-radiologists to interpret images
which up until recently was the mysterious
preserve of the radiologist who alone used
his valuable and unique experience to decipher the medical message. Of course as a
legal requirement an official confirmatory
report from a radiologist is still needed but
this is incr easingly seen as a b ureaucratic
necessity as opposed to a vital, innovative, even unexpected diagnostic input. The
traditional turf wars between rival professions such as those of cardiology and radiology no lo nger exist— t he cardiologists
have won. As a result, in a p erhaps forlorn
attempt to re-define a valid r ole for the
radiologist, much is being made of a future
where the radiologist takes an active part in
multi-disciplinary teams, involving other
specialists such as sur geons, cardiologists,
oncologists, urologists, etc., etc. Honorable
as such a r ole in m ulti-disciplinary teams
may be, increasingly the jobbing radiologist is ca ught between the rock of the
desirability and interest of participating
in multi-disciplinary teams and the hard
place of the reality of increasing work-load
and grinding out report after report on
case after routine case. No wonder that the
profession is beginning to consider itself as

mere technical providers of ever-more clear
images explicit enough for non-radiologists
to interpret at their ease, with the added
luxury of having someone, somewhere in
the background taking the legal responsibility for interpreting the image. Is the future
radiologist just a medically –qualified super
radiographer?
And yet in a st ark contrast with this
relatively bleak perception that is so prevalent in E urope or the United States of a
profession struggling to define its precise
role in t he changing world of medicine,
the message coming out of the Far East, in
particular India, couldn’t be more different.
A recent report indicated that radiology is
one of the most sought after specialties in
the country. In many Indian cities the local
radiologists carry out and read X-rays, CT
scans, etc for several local hospitals across
the city and then, at the end o f the local
business day they pass o n to teleradiology
services, where the radiologists interpret
test results for hospitals across the United
States. Apparently newly graduated Indian
medics have coined their own acronym for
the road to financial success, with ROAD
being the acronym for radiology, ophthalmology, anesthesiology and dermatology,
the common feature being that all t hese
specialties assure a bala nced lifestyle, and
offer good money for the least taxing work.
It’s no w onder that in p ostgraduate medicine, radiology is a ho t favourite, on a pa r
with orthopedics. According to Dr R akesh
Radav, dean of academics a t the All I ndia
Institute of Medical Sciences, (AIIMS) ,
radiology has been the most sought-after
course for almost a decade now. The reason
seems to be purely financial. As a le ading
Indian radiologists put it more bluntly:
“whether it is p regnancy, cancer or a he ad
injury, the expertise of a radiologist is needed to confirm diagnosis a nd so given the
number of tests patients today are subject
to, radiologists with their own diagnostic
centres can make a pretty packet”. Be it east
or west, hardly an edifying prospect for the
profession. ■
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Diagnostic value of PET scans for brain amyloid in
Alzheimer’s Disease

New studies presented at the recent
Alzheimer’s Association International
Conference showed the diagnostic
value of PET s cans using [18F]Flutemetamol, GE’s investigational radiopharmaceutical product for PET imaging of beta amyloid neuritic plaque
density.
The first study “[18F]Flutemetamol
Amyloid PET Imaging: Outcome of
Phase III Study in Subjects with Amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment after 3
Year Follow Up” presented by Dr David
Wolk of Penn Memory Center showed
that a p ositive [18F]flutemetamol PET
scan for brain amyloid was a hig hly
significant predictor of progression
from amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment (aMCI) to probable Alzheimer’s
disease (pAD). Identification of aMCI
patients at higher risk of progressing to
AD could potentially allow for better
patient evaluation and management,
and support patient stratification in
enrolment into clinical trials for disease
modifying drugs. In the study, 232 participants with MCI, a diagnosis characterized by cognitive deficits not severe
enough to impact daily functioning
and thus not meeting the definition of
dementia, received a [18F]flutemetamol
injection and underwent brain scans.
The study showed those with positive
scans were approximately 2.5 times
more likely to convert to pAD than
those with negative scans. The ability of
positive [18F]flutemetamol PET images
to identify aMCI patients at higher risk
of progressing to AD could potentially
allow for better patient evaluation and
management, and support patient
stratification in enrolment into clinical
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trials for disease modifying drugs
The second study, “The diagnostic
value of [18F]flutemetamol in early onset
dementia” was presented by Dr Marissa
Zwan, VU University Medical Center,
Amsterdam, and further demonstrated
the diagnostic val ue of the approach
in confirming the presence of neuritic
amyloid in t hose patients with early
onset dementia.
In this study, 80 patients with early
onset dementia and with physician
diagnostic confidence less t han 90
percent, underwent [18F]flutemetamol
PET scans which were assessed as
either amyloid positive or negative.
Clinical diagnosis and diagnostic confidence was det ermined, both before
and after disclosure of the scan results.
The study demonstrated that the use of
[18F]flutemetamol increased diagnostic
confidence for physicians and, in many
patients helped to confirm or exclude
the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease
and lead to changes in management.
The data showed that 20 percent of
patients had a change in diagnosis following review of the [18F]flutemetamol
scan. In particular, for those patients
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease
prior to a [ 18F]flutemetamol scan and
who had a n amyloid negative result,
clinical diagnosis changed in 12 o f 15
patients. Overall, confidence in diagnosis significantly increased from 67 percent to 90 percent after disclosing PET
results. Additionally, in 48 p ercent of
patients, [18F]flutemetamol PET results
led to a change in patient healthcare
management (i.e. medication changes,
additional care).
“Early and accurate diagnoses may
have implications for both prognosis
and treatment among patients with
early onset dementia,” said Dr Z wan,
“Greater diagnostic co nfidence supports better patient management and
helps physicians to determine appropriate treatment options, as well as
helping patients and caregivers to plan
for the future.”
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Toshiba’s iterative reconstruction algorithm evaluated in chest CT

A r ecent report from a J apanese
group (Yamashiro et al Adaptive Iterative
Dose Reduction Using Three Dimensional
Processing (AIDR3D) Improves Chest CT
Image Quality and Reduces Radiation
Exposure PLoS One. 2014 Aug 25) has
analyzed the effect of Toshiba’s iterative
reconstruction algorithm (AIDR3D) on
image quality improvement and dose
reduction for chest CT.

Reconstructed coronal plain chest CT images Left hand
image with AIDR3D; Right hand image without. Image
quality is clearly improved using AIDR3D. Images
reproduced from PLoS One.

Thanks to increased computational
power, a ne w generation of reconstruction methods h as been introduced to
supersede co nventional filtered back
projection (FBP) and basic image filtering. Iterative reconstruction typically
involves multiple iteration cycles during
the reconstruction process until final
output images are created, and enhances
input images by using various algebraic
models rather than simple noise reduction prior to the iterative cycles. Each
CT manufacturer has developed unique
algorithms that can be applied to chest
CT imaging. These include Iterative
Reconstruction in I mage Space (IRIS)
and Sinogram Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE) from Siemens, Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstruction
(ASIR) and Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) f rom GE, a nd iDose
from Philips.
Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduction
using Three Dimensional Processing
(AIDR3D) is t he iterative reconstruction method developed by Toshiba.
AIDR3D incorporates unique noise
reduction processing, which includes
statistical and scanner models for
projection data, and multiple cycles
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IMAGING NEWS
of information syntheses with edgehandling, smoothing, and blending of
original input images until final output
images are created. In the multi-site evalauation of the algorithm, 88 sub jects
underwent chest CT at five institutions
using identical scanners and protocols.
Scan data were converted to images
using AIDR3D and with a conventional
reconstruction model. Independent
observers e valuated image quality for
three lung zones, four patterns of lung
disease: emphysema, bronchiolitis, and
diffuse lung disease, and three mediastinal measurements (small str ucture
visibility, streak artifacts, and shoulder
artifacts). The result of the study were
clear: for chest CT, AIDR3D provides
better image quality and can reduce
radiation exposure by 50%.
http://tinyurl.com/Yamashiro-paper

over 3-years of recurrence-free, n=65).
The apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) values pre- and post-IMRT
were compared between these two
groups. A st atistically significant difference in post-IMRT ADC values was
noted between patients with and without recurrence though there was no
statistical difference between them in
pre-IMRT. It was found that the postIMRT ADC values could help identify
patients suffering recurrences and that
DWI is a valuable tool for monitoring
the response to radiotherapy.
http://tinyurl.com/DW-MRI-prostate

to 63% o f the responding students
thought that the specialist imaging
lectures helped them learn effectively;
72% to 77% of students thought that
the cross-sectional practical sessions
helped them to better understand the
imaging modalities of CT, MRI, a nd
ultrasound; 76% t o 80% o f students
considered hands-on ultrasound session to be useful in understanding the
application of ultrasound in abdominal imaging. The results also revealed
key similarities and differences in
student perceptions of the new integrated curriculum for students with
both a hig h and low prior exposure
to anatomy.
http://tinyurl.com/Moscova-et-al-paper

Evaluation of incorporating radiology in anatomy
curriculum
Hong Kong study of
A recent paper (Moscova M e t al.
pocket-sized versus
Integration of medical imaging includDW-MRI in assessment ing ultrasound into a n ew clinical standard ultrasound
curriculum. Anat Sci Educ.
of response to radiother- anatomy
machines in abdominal
2014 Aug 6) describes the reaction
apy in high-risk prostate of Australian medical students to the imaging
A group of Hong Kong physicians
introduction of medical imaging into
cancer
have recently evaluated p ocket-sized

A r ecently published study from
the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, in Beijing, China (Liu et al.
Diffusion-Weighted MR I maging in
Early Assessment of Tumor Response
to Radiotherapy in high-risk Prostate Cancer. Br J Ra diol. 2014 A ug
27:20140359) assessed t he efficacy
of diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI)
in monitoring the response to radiotherapy in hig h-risk prostate cancer.
The study included 78 patients with
high-risk prostate cancer undergoing 3.0 T MRI (wi th DWI) before
and after Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT). Patients were divided
into two groups: the recurrence group
(patients suffered biochemical/clinical
recurrence within 3 y ears, n=13) a nd
non-recurrence group (patients with

6
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their curriculum. In 2008 a new clinical anatomy curriculum with integrated medical imagin g component
was introduced into the University
of Sydney Medical Program. Medical
imaging used for teaching the new
curriculum included normal radiography, MRI, CT s cans, and ultrasound imaging. These techniques
were incorporated into teaching over
the first two years of the program as
a part of anatomy practical sessions,
in addition to dedicated lectures and
tutorials given by imaging specialists. Surveys were conducted between
2009 and 2012 t o evaluate the student acceptance of the integration.
Students were asked to rate individual
activities as well as provide openended comments. In summary, 48%

I M A G I N G
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ultrasound machines versus co nventional systems (Tse KH et al. Pocketsized versus standard ultrasound
machines in abdominal imaging. Singapore Med J 2014; 55(6): 325-333).
The pocket-sized ultrasound
machine has emer ged as a n invaluable tool for quick assessment in
emergency and general practice settings. It is sui table for instant and
quick assessment in cardiac imaging.
However, its applicability in the imaging of other body parts has yet to be
established. In the pictorial review,

Abdominal aorta. Images from (left) standard and (right)
pocket-sized ultrasound machines. Images reproduced
from Singapore Med J. 2014 Jun;55(6):325, courtesy
of Singapore Medical Association.

the physicians compared the performance of the pocket-sized ultrasound
machine against the standard ultrasound machine for its image quality in common abdominal pathology.
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They found that its satisfactory imaging ability was due to the high-contrast resolution difference of abdominal organs on ultrasonography.
They concluded that p ocket-sized
ultrasound machines can be useful
in emergency screenings. However,
a major drawback is the narrowed
field of vision and poor penetration,
limiting its assessment of solid organ
pathologies such as parenchymal disease and space-occupying lesions.
Hence, thorough examination using
a standard ultrasound machine is still
required if s olid organ pathologies
are suspected clinically.
http://tinyurl.com/Tse-et-al-paper

Cardiovascular MRI in
assessment of acute
coronary syndrome

Cardiovascular disease (CVD)
is the leading cause of death in t he
western world and is becoming more
important in t he developing world.
The high prevalence of CVD alo ng
with its associated cost ur gently
requires a r eliable but non-invasive

and cost-effective imaging modality. The imagin g modality of choice
should be able to accelerate the diagnosis of Acute Coronary Syndrome
ACS, aid in the risk stratification of
de novo coronary artery disease and
provide incremental information of
prognostic value such as via bility.
Cardiovascular magnetic r esonance
(CMR) allows this but, despite its
benefits, there are limitations to its
wider use in r outine clinical assessment and more studies are required
into assessing its cost-effectiveness.
A recent review paper (Azarisman
et al. Role of cardiovascular magnetic
resonance in assessment of acute
coronary syndrome. World J Cardiol. 2014 J un 26;6(6):405) assesses
the role of CMR in t he assessment
SUMMER 2014
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of ACS. The review concludes that
CMR allows comprehensive assessment of patients presenting to the
Emergency department with chest
pain. Its ability to accurately and
reliably diagnose, risk stratify and
prognosticate ACS puts it ahead of
other imaging modalities currently
available.
Despite its many benefits, however
there are limitations to its wider use
in routine clinical assessment. More
studies are required into assessing its
cost-effectiveness. The a uthors hope
that with greater development in t he
technology and imaging protocols,
CMR could be made less cumbersome,
its imaging protocols less lengthy, the
technology less exp ensive and easily
applied in routine clinical practice.
http://tinyurl.com/Azarisman-et-alpaper

Assessing the emergency radiology
response after the
Boston Marathon
bombings
A recently published after-action
review of the Brigham and Women’s Hospital emergency radiology
response to the Boston Marathon
bombings highlights the crucial
role medical imaging plays in emergency situations and ways in w hich
radiology departments can improve
their preparedness for mass casualty
events. The ne w study is p ublished
in the journal Radiology (Brunner J
et al. The Boston Marathon Bombing:
After-Action Review of the Brigham
and Women’s Hospital Emergency
Radiology Response. Radiology. 2014
Jul 15:140253.) Two bombs detonated near the finish line of the Boston Marathon. As a L evel 1 tra uma
center, Brigham and Women’s Hospital received 40 o f the wounded
patients, most wi thin hours of the
bombing. The use of shrapnel-laden
explosive devices resulted in ext ensive shrapnel injuries that required
evaluation with X-ray and CT. Of
the 40 pa tients who arrived in t he
emergency department for care, 31
patients underwent imaging, including 57 X-ra ys performed on 30

D I A G N O S T I C
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patients and 16 CT s cans of seven
patients. Additional staff were rapidly mobilized, including attending
radiologists, radiology fellows and
residents, and x-ray and CT technologists. In addition, the usual emer gency radiology imaging equipment
(two portable X-ray machines and
two fixed digital X-ray units, an ultrasound machine and a CT s canner)
were supplemented with additional
imaging machines from elsewhere
in the hospital, including two additional CT s canners and additional
portable X-ray units. The r esearchers studied the emergency radiology
response by comparing turnaround
times from routine emergency radiology operations with those during
the mass casual ty event. CT exa m
turnaround time averaged 37 minutes during the mass casualty event,
significantly lower than the annual
median of 72 min utes during routine operations. The researchers said
the fast t urnaround was lik ely the
result of having access to three CT
scanners and stationing a radiologist
at each. By having a radio logist at
each CT scanner, it was possible to
provide real-time protocols and preliminary interpretations of crucial
results to help trauma teams. In contrast, the researchers found the X-ray
turnaround time (media n, 52 minutes) was lo nger than during routine operations (31 min utes), most
likely due to a bottleneck created by
the use of conventional radiography
portable X-ray machines relying on
a single x-ray plate readout device.
To eliminate this technical bottleneck, these portable X-ray units
have since been replaced by digital
radiography equipment with wireless
image transfer to enable faster exam
completion.
http://tinyurl.com/Radiology-paper
ion and image availability.
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Personalizing an integrated
approach to CT imaging
Computed Tomography (CT) is the back-bone and work-horse of modern medical imaging. Reflecting this central role, the numbers of CT exams carried out
throughout the world continue to grow, and the technique itself continues to
evolve. The rigid, deliberately standardized protocols of the past have given way
to a recognition that personalization of the technique is advantageous for all
concerned, with the potential to generate diagnostic images at ever lower radiation doses. Succesful personalization however requires an understanding and
mastery of many interacting parameters, including scanner parameters such as
tube voltage and current setting as well as contrast medium parameters such as
concentration, injection flow rate, etc.
Exactly how best to optimize CT imaging was explained by three experts in the
field to a spell-bound audience at a Bracco-sponsored symposium during the
recent ECR meeting. This article describes the key messages of the symposium
PERSONALIZED CT IMAGING : ARE WE THERE YET?

CONTRAST CHARACTERISTICS AND KINETICS:

By Dr. M Francone

The degree of contrast enhancement in CT is directly
related to the amount of iodine accumulated within an
organ/vessel, which physically leads to higher x-ray absorption and therefore increases in CT attenuation.
Keeping in mind this very simple rule, it is important to
recognize that vascular- and parenchymal enhancement is
affected by different kinetics.
Vascular enhancement is mostly determined by the relationship between the iodine administration per unit time
(the iodine flux (mg I/s) v ersus the blood flow per unit
time (i.e. the cardiac output [l/min]: ) w hereas parenchymal enhancement is mo re dependent on the relationship
between the total iodine load (mg I) and total volume of
distribution (i.e. body weight [kg]).
A second important concept to remember when dealing with contrast optimization is that CT attenuation also
strongly depends on the tube voltage applied.
Lowering x-ray tube voltage reduces the mean energy
of photons interacting with the detector array leading to
a rapid attenuation increase of elements with high atomic
number such as calcium and/or iodine due to higher photoelectric interactions.
An average enhancement increase of ≈30% occurs when
reducing the tube voltage from 120 kVp to 80 kVp while the
effective radiation dose to the patient is reduced in parallel
by approximately 70% on average.

The concept of personalized medicine was introduced more than a
decade ago. The basis is a patientcentric approach in w hich medical decisions, diagnostic tests and
therapies are modulated to the
genetic and clinical characteristics of the subject. As interest in
personalized medicine co ntinM. Francone MD, PhD
ues to increase, radiologists will
Dept of Radiological,
Oncological & Path-ological play an increasingly important
Sciences
role in this process, particularly
Sapienza University of
as regards the diagnostic pathway
Rome, Italy.
and imaging-guided therapy.
For computed tomography
(CT) in pa rticular, the concept
of a “standardized” or fixed protocol can no longer
be applied given the issue o f radiation exposure,
the need for iodinated contrast agents and the fact
that notable differences (and therefore “procedural”
risks) exist b etween patients (e.g. children, elderly
persons and subjects with chronic and/or neoplastic
disease).
Final CT imag e quality depends on a co mplex
combination of individual-, scanning- and contrastrelated factors that are strictly inter-dependent and
which need to be understood by CT users in order
to fully optimize the acquisition and to tailor the
examination to the specific clinical request.
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PATIENTS’ CHARACTERISTICS:

Regardless of the physicochemical features and pharmacokinetics of contrast media, s ome key points related
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Protocol optimization in a 56 year-old female undergoing coronary CT angiography
(CCTA) due to recurrent atypical chest pain and inconclusive stress-ECG. CCTA
was performed with a 1st generation dual source CT scanner with 70 mL of high
iodine contrast agent (400 mgI/100 mL) + 40 mL of saline administered @ 5 mL/
sec. The acquisition protocol was tailored to the patient’s personal characteristics
and took into account her low body mass index (20.4) and heart rate (stable < 60
bpm). Radiation dose was minimized with a prospectively ECG-triggered acquisition
technique applying a low tube current setting (90 Kvp) and processing raw data with
iterative reconstructions for image noise reduction. Protocol optimization resulted in
an extremely low effective dose of 0.8 mSv.

to patients’ individual characteristics have to be taken into
consideration.
1. When administering iodinated contrast media t here are
several variables to be considered. Some are controllable, e.g.
the iodine concentration, total amount and flow rate of the agent
and some are not, e.g. patient body weight and cardiac output.
For example, the contrast media transit time from the intravenous injection site to the beginning of the scan volume varies
substantially across patients. It has been shown that, in 95% of
patients, the contrast arrival time between the injection site and
the abdominal aorta ranges between 14 and 28 s. To account for
this variability, scan delays should be individualized. This can
be accomplished either by using a test bolus or an automated
bolus-triggering technique. Most vendors now have automated
bolus triggering. In our experience, we have found this to be the
most efficient and practical.
2. Cardiac output is inversely related to the degree of arterial
enhancement, particularly in first pass dynamics. Because many
patients referred for an MDCT angiography examination have
coexisting cardiovascular disease with reduced cardiac output,
the initial enhancement profiles may be shallow. Thus, for an
MDCT angiography study of the peripheral vessels, if the CT
acquisition is initiated too soon after the arrival of the contrast medium bolus the opacification may not yet have reached
adequate enhancement levels. An increase in the initial injection
flow rate (e.g. 5–6 mL/s for the first 5 s of the injection) or the
use of a high-concentration contrast medium (i.e. 400 mgI/mL)
are options for minimizing this problem.
3. The patient’s weight may also have a significant impact
on contrast enhancement. The relationship between maximum
enhancement and body weight is linear, with a decrease in the
degree of enhancement obtained as the body weight increases.
For this reason, weight-optimized protocols have been proposed, mostly in countries where obesity is a ma jor problem,
in order to adjust the iodine dose to the individual weight of
the patient. For example, if t he total contrast media v olumes
are chosen relative to body weight, then 1.5–2.0 mL/kg b ody
weight (450–600 mg I/kg body weight) is a reasonable quantity
for MDCT angiography. However, it is important to emphasize
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that body mass affects recirculation and vascular enhancement
much more than first pass dynamics.
4. Other parameters affecting enhancement are a temporarily
diminished venous return, which might occur following a forced
Valsalva maneuver as a co nsequence of an exaggerated inspiration during a breath hold acquisition or by congenital heart diseases such as patent foramen ovale or an inter-ventricular defect
that causes a t emporary right-to-left shunt with early arterial
enhancement. Even a patient’s height might potentially represent
a relevant variable that influences contrast enhancement with an
inverse and non-linear correlation with aortic attenuation reflecting the proportional increase of blood volume in taller subjects.
ACQUISITION TECHNIQUE:

Together with scanning parameters, acquisition parameters
also play a crucial role in determining contrast administration
strategies and thus have an obvious direct influence on final
image quality.
Acquisition parameters affecting contrast enhancement
include the following:
1. Scan duration which is inf luenced by the scanner type,
pitch and acquisition mode selected (i.e. spiral vs. helical) a nd
which directly influences the contrast administration strategy. The general assumption is that a long acquisition window
requires a proportionally long injection time. Chasing the contrast material with saline may not be feasible with slow CT scanners with the result that significant enhancement differences
exist within the acquisition direction. Conversely, scanning too
fast may overcome the contrast bolus leading to poor vascular/
organ opacification.
2. Determination of scan direction which usually follows the
flow direction (i.e. cranio-caudal) with the exceptions of pulmonary and carotid CT angiography. They require careful attention
to slightly prolong the injection of contrast material to achieve
adequate enhancement of upstream structures.
3. Definition of bolus scan arrival using either bolus test or
bolus triggering techniques.
4. Definition of the optimal time-to-peak enhancement,
which obviously depends on the contrast injection parameters
(iodine concentration and flow) and the patient’s individual
characteristics as discussed above.
5. Scan delay, representing the difference between enhancement peak and the start of the acquisition and which depends on
the contrast injection duration and which should be optimized
to obtain the highest enhancement within the target organ.
CONCLUSIONS:

Personalization of the examination protocol according to the
patient’s individual characteristics is a necessary step in CT and
contributes to better patient care. It also increases a radiologist’s
involvement in t he “personalized-medicine” process. This is
currently a ma jor target of diagnostic a nd therapeutic processes. Adequate tailoring of the acquisition technique requires
knowledge of the impact on contrast enhancement of different
individual-, scanner-, and contrast-related variables in order to
synchronize image acquisition with the highest tissue enhancement within the scanned volume to maximize image quality.
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COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
LOW KV PROTOCOLS – WHAT YOU
SHOULD KNOW

By Dr T Albrecht.

Attenuation of
iodine in contrast media in
CT depends
on the mean
photon energy
used.
The
X-ray absorption of iodine
is at its maximum when
the
mean
Prof. Dr. med. Thomas Albrecht,
energy of a
FRCR
Institut für Radiologie und p o l y c h r o Interventionelle Therapie
matic X-ray
Vivantes Klinikum Neukölln, beam is c lose
Berlin
to the k-edge
Germany
of iodine at
33.2 keV. The mean photon energy in the
X-ray spectrum is 61.5 keV with 140 kVp,
56.8 keV with 120 kVp, 51.6 keV with 100
kVp, and 43.7 k eV with 80 kVp respectively. Therefore, the use of lower tube
voltage in CT (< 120 kVp) increases the
mean attenuation value of iodine. Using
100 kVp or 80 kVp instead of 120 kVp in
CT shifts the mean energy of the X-ray
beam closer to the k-edge of iodine and
thus improves contrast enhancement.
Reduction of tube voltage from 120
to 100 o r 80 kV p, on the other hand,
decreases radiation exposure to the
patient. When reducing tube voltage,
some compensatory increase in tube current is required to maintain image quality. This is in t he order of 50%, b ut the
exact increase in tube current varies with
body areas, different scanners and their
automatic exposure control algorithms.
The degree of radiation dose reduction,
which occurs even after compensatory
tube current increase, depends on a number of factors including body habitus and
body area under examination; it is more
marked in thinner patients. When changing from 120 t o 100 kV, a dos e reduction of 20 – 50% is ac hieved in c linical
practice; dose savings are most ma rked
in the chest.
In summary, CT scanning at low tube
voltage improves contrast enhancement
and reduces patient radiation dose. In
clinical practice, low kV CT s canning
protocols can exploit these effects in several ways in comparison to standard 120
kVp protocols:
1. Increased contrast enhancement
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with better contrast-to-noise-ratio at
reduced radiation dose if the contrast
volume remains unchanged
2. Constant contrast enhancement
with slightly reduced contrast-to-noiseratio (due to greater noise at low kVp)
at reduced radiation dose if the contrast
volume is considerably reduced
3. Ideally, a combined approach of
the two options above is us ed: Slightly
increased contrast enhancement with
approximately equal contrast-to-noiseratio at reduced radiation dose and a
reduction of contrast volume by 15 – 20%.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH: WHAT
MORE IS NEEDED?

By Prof. M Prokop

The overall process of
personalization involves
several distinct groups
of activities.
These are:

In d i v i du a l ization.
Pro c e s s e s
Prof. Matthias Prokop is at
Radboud University Nijmegen that need to be
individualized
Medical Center
Nijmegen, The Netherlands
include the
CT data acquisition and reconstruction process itself,
the setting of exposure parameters and
the contrast media injection parameters.
Integration.
Interconnecting features that have to
be integrated include voltage settings,
(low kV) optimization of contrast media
injection and iterative reconstruction.
Management.
All these individual aspects have to be
managed efficiently. The ma nagement
process includes recording and control
of all protocols and ensuring that they
are all u p to date; recording their use
and establishment of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
Taking these items in turn, the message regarding data acquisition is “scan
thin and read thick” i.e. collimation of
0.5 - 0.625 mm but reconstruction at
3 - 5mm. As for iterative reconstruction the message is clear “Use It”. People
who don’t use iterative reconstruction
but whose system enables it, should
reconsider their position. It is necessary
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however to have someone on the team
who fully understands it and knows how
to optimize it.
As for exposure parameters most
modern scanners make their optimization straightforward. So automatic exposure control should always
be used, in conjunction with z-axis
modulation which enables the dose to
be modified for example as the scan
passes from the shoulders to the neck.
X-Y modulation is als o possible on
most modern scanners but it is N OT
a good idea to use this without concomitant z-axis mo dulation. Modulation is o f course less ef fective with
wide detectors.
Regarding kVp adaptation, there are
now automatic programs on the market.
However even without these programs
good judgment can adapt kVp according to how slim the patient is or in areas
where there is very little absorption, etc.
For personalizing contrast injections
there are of course many patientdependent parameters involved but of
these by far the most important are cardiac output and blood volume. Cardiac
output is most affected by pregnancy
(massive increase in ca rdiac output)
and heart failure (massive decrease).
Blood volume is generally correlated
with patient size.
Moving on to contrast injection parameters the factors that determine how
much enhancement is achieved are the
iodine delivery rate (or flux) which
basically affects arterial enhancement
and the total iodine load which affects
venous enhancement. Optimizing
contrast enhancement is important for
CNR. Contrast enhancement increases
with smaller pa tients; lower cardiac
output; lower kVp; higher iodine
flux and higher iodine load. Typical
increased enhancements achievable
through reduction of kVp are of the
order of 41% in changing from 120
kVp to 90 kVp. Alternatively for constant contrast enhancement lower kVp
can mean a r eduction of the amount
of contrast media required, which can
be of use in pa tients with poor renal
function.
One other way of looking at this is
to use increased concentrations of
contrast media t o reduce the radiation dose. Enhancing the contrast in
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the vessels means that we can accept
a higher noise at the same signal t o
noise ratio. Thus if it were possible to
increase the contrast used by 25% the
dose could be reduced by about 35%.
Thus, reduction in co ntrast at a constant CNR is mo re powerful in terms
of reducing dose than a r eduction in
mA alone.
Now we can bring iterative reconstruction into all t his. Iterative reconstruction works best in structures where
there is a high contrast gradient, so is
very effective in the chest but much less
effective in the brain. It also works well
when there is a high signal to noise ratio
in the arteries.
However increases in contrast require
adaptation of window settings. A
standard window setting can give too
much contrast and disturbing noise,
whereas increasing the window width
as a function of the increase in contrast used gives a normal contrast and
a reduction in the visible noise.
In practice however implementation of
all this means that protocols have to be
designed to personalize contrast injection.
This means:
• Introducing a contrast calculator based
on patient weight (possibly including
other factors such as height and sex).
•Establishing protocols for low radiation

Compatible with a large array of contrast media bottles
and volumes, the CT Exprès system enables an optimized approach to contrast media injection, with
direct injection from contrast media bottles.
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exposure, for example in CTA, cardiac,
slim patients and children. This involves
use of high concentration of contrast
and high flow with a lo w kVp and a
wide window together with iterative
reconstruction.
• Establishing protocols for low contrast exposure. These would be useful
in elderly patients or those with poor
renal function. Such protocols involve
low contrast flow and volume, a lo w
kVp, a normal window and as always
iterative reconstruction.
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

Contrast Administration.
In practice, however, personalization
of contrast media dosin g as des cribed
above — in other words giving different
amounts of contrast to different patients
presents a few problems.
One of these is sim ply the regulatory requirements in various European
countries, which can mean that in some
countries it is almost impossible to give
individual doses. A sin gle syringe per
patient is almost obligatory.
Another practical issue is the simple
fact that there are fixed sizes of bottles,
with the result that large amounts of
contrast media may have to be unnecessarily discarded.
Home-made systems to pro vide
multi-patient systems for administering
various doses of contrast media ine vitably run into issues of maintenance of
sterility and dealing with problems such
as the back-flow of blood.
To meet all these challenges, Bracco
has introduced a m ulti-dosing system, the CT Exprès contrast injector
device, which does not use syringes but
instead uses roller pumps. Fluid feeds
come from saline infusion bags and two
bottles of 500mL contrast media, and a
“click” system for aseptically fitting the
lines.
Practical experience of the system
at Nijmegen confirmed the expected
performance and showed the high
degree of flexibility of the system. Up
to 24 phases can be used and there is
enough contrast for 8 - 12 pa tients.
The contrast media is warmed, which
is important when administering relatively large volumes of contrast media.
Particularly appreciated by radiography technicians is the simplicity of use
and the fact that the system is “clean”,
with no spillage of contrast.
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In addition to the centralized protocol management
facility provided by Nexo, the system also enables the
calculation of Key Performance Indicators.

Protocol management
This important aspect can become difficult, particularly when there are several different types of scanner in t he
department.
Protocol management is also important
to monitor compliance of radiographers,
for example when well-meant individual changes are introduced which
may not always be to the benefit of the
patient. Error detection systems must be
implemented.
Likewise just about every radiology
department has s ome old, out-dated
non-optimized protocols lurking around
somewhere in the system. If these happen to be resurrected and used there
can be a significant risk of totally inappropriate doses being administered and
wrong amounts of contrast media being
used.
Finally, protocol management systems
must include facilities for recording total
consumption of contrast media a nd
radiation exposures.
To address all t hese points, Bracco has
developed a contrast and dose management system, known as Nexo.
The principal feature of Nexo is the centralized protocol management facility
and its control of the use of protocols.
Data can be uploaded to and from the
contrast injector system and also to
the RIS/PACS/HIS systems. This feature is r eally useful in t he context of
centralizing all r elevant patient data in
one place. Without an adequate protocol management system inputting contrast media data can be laborious and
time-consuming.
Thus to summarize and to refer to the
earlier question “ What more is needed?”,
the answer is not much, especially since
the introduction of the new tools.
The key is to now implement them into
routine clinical practice.
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ULTRASOUND
By Dr Vikas Chaudhary & Dr Shahina Bano

Thyroid Ultrasound: a short review
High-resolution neck ultrasonography (US) has revolutionized the diagnosis and treatment
of thyroid disease. Technical advances in high-resolution US have brought ultrasound to
the forefront of thyroid imaging. This article presents an overview of basic indications for
thyroid ultrasound, US features of common thyroid diseases, advanced ultrasound techniques and likely future developments in the field of thyroid imaging.
High-resolution ultrasonography is a val uable diagnostic t ool in
the evaluation of thyroid disorders. It is non-invasive, inexpensive
and most widely used radiological method for diagnosing thyroid
diseases. Since it does not use ionizing radiation, it is the imaging
modality of choice for evaluating thyroid lesions in children and
pregnant females. Modern US scanners permit real-time imaging of
organs and help to guide diagnostic and therapeutic interventional
procedures. Two major limitations of thyroid ultrasound are (i) it
cannot determine the thyroid gland function, and (ii) it cannot
evaluate the retrosternal area for ectopic thyroid tissue or retrosternal extension of an enlarged thyroid gland.[1]
CLINICAL INDICATIONS
Thyroid ultrasound is recommended by the American Association
of Clinical Endo crinologists (AACE) and Associazione Medici
Endocrinologi (AME) [2] in the following conditions:
1. Patients with a palpable thyroid nodule or with multinodular
goiter (MNG).
2. Patients with high risk for thyroid malignancy; i.e. patients
with history of familial thyroid cancer, multiple endocrine neoplasia
(MEN) type II and irradiated neck in childhood.
3. Patients with palpable cervical lymphadenopathy suspicious
of malignancy.
Thyroid ultrasound is not recommended as a screening test in
the general population nor in patients with a normal thyroid on
palpation and low risk of thyroid cancer.
ROLE OF THYROID ULTRASOUND
1. To detect and characterize the thyroid masses, including
metastases to neck lymph nodes and post-operative residual or
recurrent tumor in the thyroid bed.
2. To differentiate between possible benign and probable malignant thyroid masses, based on their sonographic appearance.
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3. To guide the diagnostic (FNAC/biopsy) and therapeutic interventional procedures [1,3,4].
ULTRASOUND MODALITIES
Real-time grayscale (B-mode) is a basic type of scanning that provides real-time 2D images of the thyroid gland in various shades
of gray [1,5].
Tissue harmonic imaging (THI) is a recently introduced sonographic technique using the effect of generation of harmonics
(integral multiples of the emitted frequency) in the insonated tissue.
It is often available as an option on grayscale scanners with standard
probes. THI improves grayscale contrast between the thyroid nodules and adjacent parenchyma, thereby enhancing lesion detectability and characterization, hence used as an adjunct to conventional
thyroid sonography [1,5].
Adaptive coloring utilizes a color map to stain a grayscale image.
This option is available on grayscale scanners with standard probes.
Color inversion helps in detection of small (< 10 mm size) isoechoic
thyroid lesions as it improves the definition of nodule contours and
posterior acoustic changes [1,5].
Panoramic scan provides an extended field of view that helps
in visualization and measurement of long structures. The precise
dimensions and volume of the lobes and the whole gland can be
obtained using this technique [1,5].
Color, power and pulse-wave Doppler help in the classification
of thyroid nodule(s). Both color Doppler imaging (CDI) and power
Doppler imaging (PDI) are used to evaluate the vascularity (blood
flow pattern) of the thyroid gland and the nodule(s). However, PDI
is more sensitive than CDI in detecting low velocity blood flow in
the tissues. Puls e-wave Doppler (PWD) p ermits analysis of the
velocity, spectral waveform pattern and various Doppler indices
like peak systolic velocity (PSV), end-diast olic velocity (EDV),
resistive index (RI), and pulsatility index (PI) of blood flow in the
thyroid arteries. Combined power and pulse Doppler study (duplex
Doppler sonography) is very useful for screening thyroid nodules
with high risk of malignancy with high sensitivity (92.3 %) and
specificity (88 %) [1,6].
Fast computer processing of ultrasound images permit
3D-image reconstruction of the thyroid gland, the lesion and the
surrounding structures. It provides volume data of the affected and
normal thyroid tissue and helps in assessment of the planes that are
usually inaccessible. 3D reconstruction of the vascular structures
(3D-PDI) allows accurate assessment of vascular pattern within the
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ultrasound scores better with high specificity and PPV as co mpared to elastography and
CEUS. According to this group, elastography
or CEUS alo ne are expensive, time co nsuming and of limited utility in s electing patients
for thyroidectomy. However, elastography in
conjunction with conventional ultrasound and
Doppler examination may enable accurate
image diagnosis while decreasing the number
of unnecessary FNA examinations. Additional
clinical research is expected in the near future
to improve the efficacy of these techniques [8].
DISEASES OF THYROID GLAND
FIGURE 1. : Thyroglossal cyst in a patient who presented with midline neck swelling. Ultrasound neck reveals a
large, well-defined anechoic cystic lesion (asterisk) with multiple low level internal echoes (d/t hemorrhage or
infection) and posterior acoustic enhancement. X-ray neck lateral view of the same patient shows large, soft tissue/cystic midline swelling (white arrow). [Figure reproduced with permission from Indian Journal of Endocrinology
and Metabolism]

lesion, in terms of vessel distribution, density
and irregularity. 4D (real time 3D) ultrasound
defines thyroid lesions more precisely with
relatively less noise artifact [5,7].
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is
a newly developed valuable tool in characterizing thyroid nodule(s). SonoVue and Levovist
are the most commonly used ultrasound contrast agents for thyroid nodules. Intravenously
administered ultrasound contrast agents
improve the sensitivity of CDI and PDI and
hence improve the visualization of small nodules < 10 mm in size . It also helps in differentiating benign from malignant lesions as both
have different enhancement patterns. However,
overlapping findings may limit the potential of
this technique. High cost, long scan time are
other major limitations of CEUS [2,5,7].
Elastography is a newly innovated dynamic
technique that uses ultrasound to estimate tissue hardness/elasticity by measuring the degree
of distortion under ext ernal force. The t echnique is very useful to differentiate malignant
from benign lesion. Real-time elastography
quantifies tissue stif fness better than conventional elastography. Elastography possibly can
solve the dilemma in reaching an accurate diagnosis for the cytologically indeterminate nodules. Limitations of US elast ography include
(i) technical difficulties such as applying uniform pressure and determining the direction
of applied pressure taking into consideration
the convex shape of the gland and anatomical structures like the centrally located trachea
that make the technique difficult to carry out
(ii) longer training time to obtain image suit-
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able for diagnosis, (ii) expensive and (iv) time
consuming [3,5,7,8].
A study done by M Giusti et al. in 2012
found that properly performed color Doppler

Congenital and developmental
anomalies

Thyroglossal duct cyst is the most common
congenital neck mass which clinically presents
as painless midline neck mass. Persistence of
the thyroglossal duct results in f ormation of
thyroglossal cyst. US exa minations [Figure
1] demonstrate a w ell-defined anechoic to
hypoechoic cystic lesion with posterior acoustic enhancement. Internal echoes within the
cyst may be due to infection or hemorrhage.

FIGURE 2a. : Adenomatous multinodular goiter in a 48-year-old patient with thyrotoxicosis. Transverse gray-scale
ultrasound neck shows diffuse enlargement of the thyroid gland with multiple small echogenic nodules involving both lobes and the isthmus (arrows). Diffusely increased parenchymal vascularity is seen on color Doppler
sonogram. FNA biopsy confirmed the diagnosis. [Figure reproduced with permission from Indian Journal of
Endocrinology and Metabolism]

FIGURE 2b. : Colloid multinodular goiter in a 50-year-old female patient. Transverse gray-scale ultrasound neck image
reveals enlarged thyroid gland with multiple echogenic colloid nodules with internal cystic areas (arrow) showing ‘ring
down’ artifact. Color Doppler image shows predominantly increased peripheral vascularity, with some intra-goitrous
vascularity. [Figure reproduced with permission from Indian Journal of Endocrinology and Metabolism]
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FIGURE 3. Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (echogenic micronodules in sonographic background of diffuse Hashimoto’s thyroiditis) in a 40-year-old female patient, who presented with hypothyroidism and had antithyroid antibodies positive
for the disease. Transverse gray-scale ultrasound neck demonstrates diffuse enlargement of the thyroid gland with
diffusely decreased echogenicity. Linear echogenic septae (arrowheads) and multiple tiny echogenic micronodules
(arrows) are noted. Color doppler image demonstrates increased parenchymal vascularity. FNAC proved Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis. [Figure reproduced with permission from Indian Journal of Endocrinology and Metabolism] .

FIGURE 4. Benign thyroid adenoma in a 42-year-old female patient. Transverse gray-scale ultrasound neck shows
a large well circumscribed echogenic nodule in left thyroid lobe. Few tiny intralesional cysts and a thin, hypoechoic
capsule (arrow) is noted peripherally. Color Doppler image demonstrates both central and peripheral vascularity
with characteristic “spoke-and-wheel-like” appearance.

Ectopic thyroid gland occurs due to an arrest
in usual descent of a part or all of the thyroid
tissue along the normal pathway. Ectopic gland
may be sublingual (midline at foramen cecum),
suprahyoid or infrahyoid in position. Ectopic
thyroid tissue ma y be detected on USG, CT
and radionuclide scans. Normal thyroid gland
may or may not be present in normal position.
Congenital agenesis or hypoplasia of the thyroid gland may occur due to developmental failure
of all or part of thyroid gland. It may be unilobar
type or may involve the isthmus only. On USG,
agenesis of isthmus is characterized by absence of
isthmus with the lateral lobes positioned independently on either side of the trachea [9].
DIFFUSE THYROID DISEASE
Diffuse enlargement of the thyroid gland may
occur in iodine deficiency, familial hyperplasia,
multinodular goiter, Hashimoto’s (chronic lymphocytic) thyroiditis, de-Quervain’s (subacute)
thyroiditis and Graves’ disease. The sonographic
features of these diseases may be so subtle that a
confident radiological diagnosis maynot possible most of the time. However, these conditions
have entirely different clinical and biochemical profiles, and hence the US findings should
always be viewed in connection with clinical
and biochemical status of the patient [1,3 ]
US appearances of different causes of diffuse
14
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thyromegaly may be listed as follows:
Familial hyperplasia: Diffuse glandular enlargement with inhomogenous echotexture, normal
reflectivity.
Multinodular goiter: Diffuse asymmetric
glandular enlargement with inhomogenous
echotexture, iso, hyo or hyper echoic nodules
with normal intervening parenchyma [Figure
2a]. Associated features like cystic degeneration, moving internal echoes within the cyst
due to infection/hemorrhage, colloidal degeneration (seen as comet-tail artifact) [Figure 2b]
and dystrophic calcification may be present.
Intrinsic nodular vascularity favors multifocal
carcinoma rather than MNG [1,3].
Hashimoto’s (chronic lymphocytic) thyroiditis: Painless diffuse glandular enlargement
with coarse, hypoechoic and heterogeneous
echotexture. No normal intervening parenchyma seen; presence of fine echogenic fibrous
septae may give pseudolobulated appearance to
the gland. Increased parenchymal vascularity is
evident on color Doppler examination [Figure
3]. Occasionally, nodular form of Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis may occur. Discrete hypoechoic
micronodules of 1-6 mm size strongly favor
chronic thyroiditis. The nodules may be present within the normal thyroid gland or in the
sonographic background of diffuse Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Both benign and malignant
I M A G I N G
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nodules are known to exist and are best differentiated on a PET scan or FNAC. Perithyroidal
satellite lymph node, especially the “Delphian”
node just cephalad to the isthmus is a common
association with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Small
atrophic gland represents end st age Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Characteristic US f indings
when correlated with clinical and laboratory
findings (demonstration of serum thyroid
antibodies and anti-thyroglobulin antibodies)
is extremely useful in the diagnosis of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis[1,3].
De-Quervain’s (subacute granulomatous)
thyroiditis: Painful enlargement of one or both
thyroid lobes (typically following a viral illness)
with characteristic focal hypoechoic (map like)
areas that show decreased or no b lood flow.
Enlarged level VI chain lymph nodes are present in majority of patients.1,3
Graves’ disease (thyrotoxicosis): Diffuse
glandular enlargement with low reflectivity.
No nodule is detected. Color Doppler reveals
a spectacular “thyroid inferno” with marked
hypervascularity both in systole and diastole.1,3
SOLITARY THYROID NODULE
Solitary thyroid nodule is an interesting clinical
situation where US helps to group them into
cystic or solid and benign or malignant.
True (simple) thyroid cyst appears anechoic,
has thin and smooth wall. The lesion does not
show internal echo, solid element or calcification. Complex thyroid cyst may occur due to
colloid or hemorrhagic degeneration in nodular goiter or as a result of cystic degeneration in
a malignant nodule[1,3].
Although there is s ome overlap between
ultrasound appearance of benign [Figure 4]
and malignant [Figure 5] solid nodules, certain
gray scale US features are helpful in dif ferentiating the two. Hyper- or iso-echoic nodule with spongiform appearance is the most
reliable criterion for benignity on gray scale
ultrasound. Hypoechoic halo around the nodule, coarse/curvilinear calcification are useful
ancillary findings. “Ring down” or “comet-tail
artifact” is typical of benign cystic colloid nodule. Whereas, micro-calcifications, local invasion and lymph node metastases are highly
specific features of a malignant nodule. Marked
hypoechogenicity and ill-defined irregular
margins are less sp ecific findings of malignancy. The number, size and interval growth of
nodules are nonspecific characteristics. A suspicious thyroid nodule should be investigated
further by FNA biopsy. Vascular flow within a
thyroid nodule can be detected with color and
power Doppler US. Marked intrinsic hypervascularity favors thyroid malignancy while
perinodular flow is c haracteristic of benign
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thyroid lesion. A co mplete avascular nodule
is very unlikely to be malignant. Enhancement
patterns on CE-US may differ for benign and
malignant lesions. Ring enhancement is common in b enign lesions while heterogeneous
enhancement favors malignancy. On ultrasound elastography a s oft benign nodule
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Book reviews
Radiology Illustrated: Chest Radiology
By Lee KS, Han J, Chung MP, Jeong YJ
Pub by Springer 2014, 283 p. Eur 142

Whole-body MRI Screening
Edited by Puls R & Hosten N
Pub by Springer 2014 374 p. Eur 83

The purpose of this atlas is t o illustrate
how to achieve reliable diagnoses when
confronted by the different abnormalities,
or “disease patterns”, that may be visualized on CT scans of the chest. The task
of pattern recognition has b een greatly
facilitated by the advent of multi-detector
CT (MDCT), and the focus of the book is
very much on the role of state-of-the-art
MDCT. A wide range of disease patterns and distributions are
covered, with emphasis on the typical imaging characteristics
of the various focal and diffuse lung diseases. In addition,
clinical information relevant to differential diagnosis is p rovided and the underlying gross and microscopic pathology
is depicted, permitting CT–pathology correlation. The entire
information relevant to each disease pattern is also tabulated
for ease of reference. This book will be an invaluable handy
tool that will enable the reader to quickly and easily.
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The advent of dedicated whole-body MRI scanners has made i t possible to image the human
body from head to toe with excellent spatial
resolution and with the sensitivity and specificity of conventional MR systems. A comprehensive screening examination by MRI relies on fast
image acquisition, and this is now feasible owing
to several very recent developments, including
multichannel techniques, new surface coil systems, and automatic
table movement.
The daily analysis of whole-body MRI datasets uncovers many incidental findings, which are discussed by an interdisciplinary advisory
board of physicians from all specialties. This book provides a systematic overview of these incidental findings with the aid of approximately
240 high-quality images. The radiologists involved in the project have
written chapters on each organ system, presenting a structured compilation of the most common findings, their morphologic appearances
on whole-body MRI, and guidance on their clinical management.
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IN D U S TRY NEWS
Fujifilm enters collaborative
agreement for the development of colorectal cancer
diagnostic systems in Brazil

Fujifilm Corporation has j ust
announced that it has r eached
an extended agreement with the
Tokyo Medical and Dental University (TMDU) and the University
Hospital of Sao P aulo University,
Brazil on the proliferation and promotion of the so-called J apanesestyle diagnostic system for colorectal cancer. The t hree parties will
work in pa rtnership to spread the
system and develop appropriate
support human resources in Brazil. Under the agreement Fujifilm
will p rovide colonoscopes to the

Sao Paulo University Hospital and
other local medical in stitutions.
TMDU will o ffer training courses
s at training centers to be set up at
the Sao P aulo University Hospital
and other institutions. The training
courses are geared for local doctors
and are designed to boost the performance of early cancer diagnosis,
by covering the use of magnifying
endoscopy and special technologies
for optical diagnostics.
In order to detect colorectal cancer, the system involves performing
a fecal occult blood test and following it up with colonoscopy on those
who have tested positive. This is a
common test procedure for colorectal
cancer in Japan and Japanese medical
institutions have extensive experience
and accumulated signif icant knowhow on this method.
Fujifilm, TMDU and Sao P aulo
University Hospital have reached
a partnership agreement to jointly
spread diagnostic syst em for
colorectal cancer and developing
human resources. The incr ease of
SUMMER 2014
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cancer mortality rate has b ecome
a major issue in emer ging countries. World-wide, the number of
colorectal cancer cases is incr easing significantly. This has been correlated with the general improvement in t he standard of living and
the accompanying changes in diet.
The trend is evident also in Brazil,
the most p opulous country in t he
Central and South Americas, highlighting the urgent need t o introduce a diagnostic program for early
detection.
Fujifilm and partners had
already entered into a co llaboration last year, with support from
the Japanese Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry. The aim of the
collaboration was t he carrying out
of a f easibility study on the proliferation of the diagnostic system for
colorectal cancer in B razil, using
Japan’s high quality medical t echnology, medical de vices and materials such as endos copes and testing reagents. The positive results of
this feasibility study have now led
the three parties to forge an official partnership to further develop
the system and the development of
human resources in Brazil.
FUJI FILM
TOKYO JAPAN
www.fujifilm.com/products/medical/

Toshiba Group to Support
Earthquake Relief Efforts in China

Toshiba Group announcved early
August that it will mak e a do nation equivalent to 1 million Chinese
yuan (approximately 17 million yen)
to assist r elief and recovery efforts
in the aftermath of the devastating
earthquake in s outhwestern China’s
Yunna. The death toll from the 6.1
Richter scale earthquake was several
hundred but blocked roads and disrupted communications made it difficult to access certain areas, contributing to a slow count
The details of the donation,
including timing and allocation
of the donation, are to be det er-
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mined as a function of local
circumstances.
Toshiba Group also extended sympathy and condolences to the victims
of the earthquake, and hopes for the
earliest possible recovery from this
disaster.
TOSHIBA
TOKYO, JAPAN,
www.toshiba-medical.eu/eu/

Mindray introduces “Medical
minds think alike” concept at
CMEF

Mindray showcased its most
recent product innovations at this
year’s 71st China International Medical Equipment Fair (CMEF) in Shenzhen, China. This e vent is t he largest exhibition of medical equipment
and related products and services in
the Asia-Pacific region. A ccording
to a co mpany spokesman, CMEF’s
broad appeal across a range of medical disciplines and therapeutic areas,
meant that the show presented a
perfect opportunity to put the company’s new “Medical minds t hink
alike” campaign into action. The fair
provided a f orum for the company,
not only to listen to the needs of clinicians, researchers and payers but also
to ex plain the specific benefits of
Mindray’s range of integrated medical device systems for their hospitals
and institutions. Mindray’s stand was
inundated by visitors interested to
find out about its range of leading
edge technologies.

A hig hlight product making
its debut at CMEF was t he M9
portable ultrasound system. The
M9 demonstrates that sonographers no lo nger need t o sacrifice performance for portability.
Despite the easy mobility, the M9
boasts premium capability offering industry-leading technologies
P A C I F I C
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Presentations at IWDM show benefit of Volpara’s volumetric breast density,
patient-specific dose and breast imaging analytics
The ability to generate patient specific mammographic dose
using volumetric breast density data from 2D mammography and
3D tomosynthesis was among the research presented last month at
the 12th International Workshop on Breast Imaging (IWDM 2014),
held in Gifu, Japan.
Many of the presentations referred to software developed by the
New Zealand-based comapny, Volpara Solutions.
According to Volpara, although radiation dose in mammography
is low, it shouldn’t be forgotten that the breast is radio-s ensitive,
which makes minimizing dose in mammography and maximizing
image quality a critical part of any quality assurance program.
Results of research into patient-specific dose were described in
many presentations that highlighted the use of quantitative breast
imaging software tools to provide enterprise-wide breast care imaging and informatics, including volumetric density, patient-specific
dose, and applied pressure.
In the presentation, “Patient Specific Dose Calculation using Volumetric Breast Density for Mammography and Tomosynthesis,” the
researchers showed how to calculate a patient-specific mean glandular dose (MGD). This personalizes dose to the individual woman
using her volumetric breast density, rather than assuming a certain
breast density, or one that is estimated solely from compressed breast
thickness. Patient-specific MGD values were generated using Volpara’s volumetric breast density measurement software to estimate
the glandularity, or percentage of the breast that contains glandular
tissue, of each breast from the mammogram, and the MGD calculation method presented by Dance et al. Researchers compared the
values calculated using VolparaDensity with those reported by the
manufacturer for a database of 403 2D mammograms.
While agreement is good for dense breasts, the results demonstrated that the MGD is under estimated in fa tty breasts. Results
for 91 2D p rojection images and 3D t omosynthesis acquisitions
in “combo” mode were also compared. In general, the MGDs are
approximately equal; however, when split into density categories, it
becomes apparent that breasts exhibited significantly different doses,
with tomosynthesis MGDs being higher than mammogram MGDs
for fattier cases.
“The results of this study reinforce that volumetric breast density
supports the ability to calculate personalized MGD estimates using
the patient-specific glandularity. Manufacturer-reported MGD estimates appeared to underestimate dose in the case of fatty, or low
density, breasts in comparison to our calculations, but gave good
agreement in the case of dense breasts,” said Ralph Highnam, Ph.D.,
CEO of Volpara Solutions and a co-author. “ When comparing
MGD in co mbined tomosynthesis/mammography examinations,
such as Echo-Boost, LVO with Stress
Echocardiograpy with contrast
imaging and natural touch elastography, making it an ideal shared-service solution for use within multiple
clinical settings.
Mindray Chief Administrative Officer Wang Jianxin explained: “We take
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at lower breast density the mammographic dose is lower than in
tomosynthesis, but at higher density the dose is approximately equal.
This is a factor that should probably be considered when evaluating
which patients should get tomosynthesis versus mammography.”
With growing emphasis on dose in medical imaging as a result of
the Image Wisely and other initiatives, it is reasonable to expect dose
monitoring to expand to include mammography. The Size Specific
Dose Estimation (SSDE) for CT was cr eated by an AAPM Task
Group in response to the fact that reported dose is not patient-specific but the dose to a standard phantom. Likewise, most mammography units today routinely under- or over-estimate dose because
they provide a dos e which does not include the patient’s specific
volumetric breast density in the estimation. Additionally, since the
algorithms used vary, the estimations are not easily compared.
The company’s VolparaDose software is vendor-neutral and uses
patient-specific quantitative data to generate a more accurate assessment of the MGD per image. Research shows that it is possible to
improve the accuracy and personalization of radiation dose estimation, which can allow you to identify safety issues, and keep patients
better informed.
“The breast is among the organs most sensitive to radiation, and
it is therefore essential to keep x-ray mean glandular dose as low as
possible, while achieving as diagnostically useful an image as possible, for fear of inducing cancers during mammography and/or
tomosynthesis screening,” added Dr. Highnam. “The introduction
of breast tomosynthesis and of shorter screening intervals for highrisk women potentially increases patients’ exposure to radiation
dose. This has resulted in renewed interest in accurate MGD calculation, tracking, and accountability on an individual patient basis.”
Formerly called the International Workshop on Digital Mammography (IWDM), the meeting’s new name “International
Workshop on Breast Imaging” recognizes the move in breast
imaging towards recent and emerging technologies and multimodality imaging solutions. The meeting provides a platform for
the latest technological developments and clinical experiences of
novel breast imaging technologies, including digital mammography, tomosynthesis, CT, MR, ultrasound, optical and molecular
imaging.
The next meeting will be held in Malmö, Sweden in 2016.
VOLPARA
WELLINGTON , NEW ZEALAND
http://volparasolutions.com

a three-pronged approach to innovation in p roduct development: proprietary research. This in volves a hig h
degree of cooperation with universities, research institutes, hospitals and
clinics. It also means recruitment of
highly talented researchers from outside China. Finally we have a merger
I M A G I N G
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and acquisition strategy that not only
enriches our product lines b ut also
broadens our international marketing
channels.”
MINDRAY
SHENZHEN, CHINA
www.mindray.com
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Glasgow, UK

September 13-17

CIRSE 2014
The CIRSE Annual Meeting is by far the largest and
most significant platform for minimally invasive,
image-guided medicine, welcoming over 6,500
delegates from 94 countries in 2013.

Register
Now!

CIRSE 2014 will offer over 250 hours of scientific and
educational content transmitted through a range of
formats, including special focus sessions, hands-on
workshops, interactive case discussions, electronic
posters, debates, a state-of-the-art technical
exhibition and much more.

MAIN TOPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vascular Interventions
Transcatheter Embolisation
Non-Vascular Interventions
Interventional Oncology
Neurointerventions
IR Management

For more information please visit us at:
www.cirse.org
Check out highlights from past congresses and
the latest Society updates here:
www.esir.org – the largest educational platform in the field
facebook.com/CIRSEsociety
youtube.com/CIRSEsociety

SE
CyeR
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HAND-HELD DEVICES IN RADIOLOGY
BY DR SRIDHAR PANUGHPATH

Mobile devices in the evaluation of
CT images of intracranial hemorrhage
The huge increase in the use of hand-held devices throughout the world has
led to a rising interest in their role in radiology applications.
This article summarizes the results of a study comparing the results of image
interpretation in cases of intracranial hemorrhage using either iPad or regular workstations.
There was a very high correlation between the two systems.
Although some regulatory guidelines only approve mobile device apps for
preliminary interpretation of imaging studies, the rapid accessibility to images on a mobile device can be of particular advantage in emergency cases
such as intracranial hemorrhage

I

n emergency radiology, there is an continuing
requirement for timely preliminary interpretation
of studies to facilitate triage and for optimal further management of the patients.
With recent advances in mob ile phone and laptop
technology and the world-wide acceptation of the internet, many medical r esearchers ha ve focussed a lo t of
attention on the evaluation of the feasibility of the use
of mobile devices in radiology.
Such mobile devices range from Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) phones through to tablet personal computers. Many have already been tested for the interpretation of radiological images, especially in the emergency
setting.
For example, mobile devices have shown their capability in the interpretation of CT examinations of the
head for stroke [1] and bleeding [1,2], as w ell as in CT
urograms[3], wrist x- rays for trauma[4] and screening
radiographs for tuberculosis[5].
In our study, we randomly selected 100 CT studies of
the head from our database and anonymized the patient
identifiers. The studies were then independently interpreted by two radiologists for the presence or absence of
intracranial hemorrhage (ICH). This was done initially
on the iPad and followed up after a delay of one week
on a regular desktop work station. The full details of the
methods used can be found in reference 2.
We found that there was 100 % concurrence in 99 out
of the 100 studies. Only in one patient was a small intraventricular hemorrhage missed by both the reviewers.
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The accuracy rate for the detection of ICH was
99.86% and 99.92% for iPad and desktop workstation,
respectively. The s ensitivity and specificity for iPad
were 96% a nd 100% r espectively. Of co urse, in t his
study we only evaluated 100 CT st udies, which is a
small number to generalize the results.
In another study evaluating the iPad for the interpretation of CT scans of the head, an accuracy level of
93% was found between the general radiologist and the
neuroradiologist [6]. In this particular study the seven
misses were graded as understandable misses probably
due to lack of clinical information and previous imaging.
In their evaluation of smartphones for the primary
diagnosis of acute stroke, M itchell et al demonstrated 100% sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for
the detection of intraparenchymal hemorrhage using
the iPad or iPhone with a perfect agreement between
the raters (kappa = 1)[1].
REQUIREMENT: According to the guidelines o f the
American College of Radiology (ACR), medical display devices can be divided into two categories,
namely small ma trix and large matrix digital image
data set size [7]. All CT, MRI, ultrasound, nuclear
medicine and digital angiography come under small
matrix image data with a minimum resolution of 256
x 256 matrix size. The large matrix data size comprises
digital radiography, digital mammography and computed radiography, which requires a minimum spatial
resolution of 2.5 lp/mm[7].
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CONCLUSION:

Mobile devices have considerable potential for the preliminary interpretation of CT examinations of the head for triage
purposes and to expedite patient care in the emergency setting.
REFERENCES

FIGURE 1. Despite the relatively small
size of the screen image, quality is good.
The above image shows a left temporal
acute subdural hematoma.

FIGURE 2. Same left temporal acute
subdural hematoma as in Figure 1 but
at higher magnification, using the iPad
touch screen Zoom function.

Mobile devices most commonly operate on IOS or Google
Android platforms. Nowadays there are many apps available on
the market that can display DICOM images on mobile devices.
Of all these mobile devices, the iPad is currently the most
commonly used device [8].The iP ad 4 has a r esolution of
2048 x 1536-pixel at 264 pixels per inch (PPI), which is much
higher than the resolution required to display small matrix
image data that generally has a resolution of 512 x 512 pixel
(http://support.apple.com/kb/sp662). The iPad has a maximum luminance of 270 cd/m2.
The ACR recommends a maximum luminance of grayscale monitors not used for mammography to be at least 171
cd/m2 [7]. The iPad’s minimum luminance is 0.3 cd/m2 with
a contrast ratio of 900:1[9], which is significantly higher
than the stipulated requirement [10]. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) of the United States of America currently only approves apps for mobile devices for preliminary
interpretation of an imaging study. At present final reports
have to be generated only after the study is interpreted on a
desktop workstation.
ADVANTAGES

The iPad is lightweight and easy to carry. It can instantly be
switched on, so there is no need t o wait for the system to
boot up in the way that is necessary for some desktop workstations. This has a real advantage for the interpretation of
stroke studies where “time is brain”. The touch screen zoom
function of iPad is very intuitive and user-friendly [1].
LIMITATIONS

It has ben suggested that the smaller display size of the
monitor may cause eye strain with continuous use. It is very
important that the ambient lighting system be appropriatefor
interpreting an imaging study. This should always be kept in
mind while interpreting a study.
Comparing a st udy side-by-side is dif ficult due to the
inherently smaller display size of the screen. Measuring
smaller lesions could be a challenge using the touch screen.
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Book review
Accident and Emergency Radiology: A Survival Guide
By N Raby, L Berman, S Morley, G de Lacey, T
McLoud & P Boiselle,
Pub. by Elsevier 2014, 352 pp, € 37
Since it was f irst published,
Accident and Emergency
Radiology: A S urvival Guide
has become the classic inmy-pocket-reference and an
indispensable aid to all t hose
who work in the Emergency
Department. The core and substantial value lies in the stepby-step analytical approaches
which help the reader t o
answer the key question:
“These images look normal to
me, but . . . ho w can I be sure that I am not missing a
subtle but important abnormality?
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COMPANY PROFILE

Korean-based, but with
worldwide ambitions in
medical imaging

Wayne Spittle is Executive Vice
President, Strategic Marketing,
Samsung, Health and Medical
Equipment division.

Samsung is the Korean-based company whose presence on the internationl market in medical imaging is being increasingly felt. We wanted to find out more about
what makes Samsung tick and what are their plans for the future so we spoke
to Wayne Spittle, Executive Vice President, Strategic Marketing, Samsung Medison.
First of all, a bit of clarification regarding company
names. Everybody knows the giant consumer electronics company Samsung; in the medical imaging
field there was Samsung Medison, with its focus in
ultrasound, and now after the combination of Samsung Medison with Samsung Electronics the company
is called Samsung Medical Equipment. Is that right?
What’s behind all these reorganizations?
A Well, these are not just internal reorganizations — in
fact the name changes reflect the acquisitions that Samsung Electonics have made over the recent years as part
of its expansion policy.
Basically Samsung Electronics began its medical equipment business in 2009 in t he field of in vitro diagnostics
IVD and digital radiography. Since then, Samsung Electronics have acquired no fewer than 5 different companies;
These are:
• The Ray company active in the field of dental CT /
X-ray and which was acquired in 2010;
• Nexus who are in t he IVD f ield, also acquired in
2010;
• Medison. After the acquisition of Medison, it became
Samsung Medison, focussed on diagnostic ul trasound systems. Medison was a cquired in 2011, as
was Prosonic, who produce ultrasound transducers.
• Finally NeuroLogica — t he most recent acquisition
which happened 2013. With its strong foundation of
expertise in CT design, de velopment and manufacturing, NeuroLogica transforms fixed CT technologies into portable platforms. .
After the acquisition of these companies, Samsung felt
that there would be more focus and efficiency if the mother
company Samsung Electronics set up its medical equipment
business as a sub-division in its own right, under the name
of ‘Health & Medical Equipment Business’. or HME. Since
its creation, Samsung HME has b een integrating Samsung
Medison’s existing overseas branches into its operations in
several countries, in order to strengthen its global sales force
in medical equipment business.

Q
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Overall, Samsung is increasing its presence and capabilities in he althcare from both organic growth and
acquisitions. The HME division makes full use of the
parent company’s world-class expertise in IT a nd in
mobile and display technologies and combines these
with the particular expertise and know-how in the medical device market that the HME division has.
The company’s home base is in Korea, but in addition to that market what are the company’s other
geographical priorities? Where are your manufacturing plants? What about sales and service structure in Europe?
Our manufacturing facilities are mostly based in
Korea except those of Nexus and NeuroLogica w hich
are located in Sa n Diego and Boston, respectively.
However, Samsung’s overall goal is t o attain a wider
global reach through the existing sales channels of
Samsung Medison and Samsung Electronics (including
countries serviced by our partners).

Q

Samsung is currently strengthening its sales and service infrastructure in Europe by establishing business

In addition to establishing country business operations in France, Germany
and Italy as well as setting up a European regional headquarters in London,
Samsung plans to unveil its Remote Management Service (RMS) which enables
users to manage the status of their equipment, through real-time monitoring
of any problems that occur.
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operations in several overseas territories. So far we have established country business operations in F rance,
Germany and Italy, while at the same
time setting up a European regional
headquarters in London, UK.
In addition this year we plan to
upgrade our Remote Management Service (RMS) syst em to all
our medical de vices including digital X-ray, ultrasound and IVD for
greater convenience. RMS is a c ustomized service that enables users
to manage the status of their equipment, through real-time monitoring
of any problems that occur. In addition Samsung Medical Equipment
also provides remote repair services
upon request through remote access
assistance Samsung Medison is currently operating its business in UK
through pa rtnerships with local
distributors.
The company is known for its range
of ultrasound and digital radiography products. What sets these products apart from the competition?
What are the flagship products and
what is their particular appeal?
What is your strategy regarding the
development and marketing of these
products?
A Samsung Medison has b een a le ading manufacturer of diagnostic ul trasound devices, principally in OB/GYN
applications, for more than 28 y ears.
Since its acquisition in 2011 Sa msung
Medison has been able to benefit from
Samsung Electronics’ renowned expertise in consumer electronics and IT and
has been able to integrate many useful
consumer electronics features into the
diagnostic ultrasound product line.
The results of this can be seen in several new products that were introduced
in 2013 and which had innovative features in t he display, user-convenience
and design, which, taken together, help
users carry out faster and more accurate diagnoses. One example of this is
the new UGEO WS80A ultrasound system which is the flagship system from
Samsung Medison. The ne w system
has high image performance with 21.5”
wide LED monitor and a 10.1” hig hly
sensitive touch screen. Users can bene-
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fit from its new 5D functions to provide
clearer visualization of lesions characteristic of particular pathologies. The
5D Cine function provides more realistic 3D images of lesions and blood vessels that clinicians can evaluate using
a 3D TV.
The system can also carry out breast
elastography measurements which are
more acceptable from the work-flow
point of view since t he strain ratio
between the target and reference area
is acquired much faster than before.
Mothers can even experience the pleasure of taking and sharing 3D imag es
and videos of their babies through the
android application ‘Hello Mom’.
The premium digital X-ray XGEO
GC80, supporting all g eneral radiography exams in medical in stitutes and
trauma centers, applied the first-ever
humanoid technology for Tube Head
Unit operation to move freely with less
fatigue. Samsung recently introduced
a new wireless detector that brings
clearer and sharper imaging, offers an
80% higher DQE (Detective Quantum
Efficiency) thaty brings low noise and
superior contrast performance. Also,
the XGEO GC80 features an upgraded
image ‘S-Vue’ engine that provides
enhanced images that even display
overlapping areas and contours effec-

Since its acquisition in 2011 S amsung
Medison has been able to benefit from
Samsung Electronics’ renowned expertise
in consumer electronics and IT and has
been able to integrate these this into its
product line. An example of the incoporation of Samsung Electronics’ expertise
in displays, user-convenience and design,
can be found in the new UGEO WS80A
system which is the premium ultrasound
system from Samsung Medison.
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Another example of the incorporation of
technological expertise from Samsung
Electronics into Samsung Medison’s
products is the “ Hello Mom” android
app. This enables mothers to take and
share 3D i mages and videos of their
babies.
tively separating thick and thin parts of
bones with Samsung’s post processing
technology.
With such performance, Samsung
aims to provide both diagnostic acc uracy and patient experience/safety.
Very recently you bought the US
Company Neurologica, known
for its pointy of care CT systems.
What was the particular rationale
behind this acquisition ?
A Samsung’s acquisition of NeuroLogica was t he result of the company’s
long-term commitment to the medical
imaging business in general and had
the specific aim of further strengthening and expanding the product
portfolio in diagnostic CT imagin g
field. NeuroLogica supplies cuttingedge portable CT s canners that have
revolutionized clinical work-flows by
enabling CT scanners to be brought to
critical patients who are too ill t o be
moved to the emergency rooms. We
believe that the technological synergy
with NeuroLogica will ena ble us t o
make significant future innovations
and developments in the CT field.

Q

Any more acquisitions in view?
A We are always open to Merger
& Acquisition possibilities that could be
mutually advantageous, b ut currently
there are none under review.
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TEC H N OLOGY update
Improvement in visualization of the coronary lumen by
advanced subtraction software
Toshiba’s newly introduced
“SURESubtraction Coronary” software was developed
in close cooperation with the
Iwate Medical University in
Japan, leading hospitals in
the USA and Europe and the
company’s European-based
In stent re-stenosis is seen in the LAD – Courtesy Dr M
research center, Toshiba MedChen, NHLBI, National Institutes of Health, USA.
ical Visualization Systems.
Severe coronary calcification influences the effectiveness of Coronary CT
Angiography in ruling out coronary artery disease. Frequently patients are
referred for invasive angiography because of clinical suspicion of significant
coronary artery disease. Stents placed in the coronary arteries can make visualization of the lumen within the stent difficult, hindering the ability to diagnose in-stent restenosis. The “SURESubtraction Coronary” software removes
calcification and stents from the coronary arteries, therefore improving visualization of the coronary lumen. Blooming effects caused by calcification are
dramatically reduced. An added benefit is that all this can be obtained with
a near dose -neutral scanning protocol. Coronary Subtraction is performed
by subtracting a routine Calcium Score dataset from a Coronary CT Angiography dataset, the Calcium Score scan being used as the non-contrast mask
for subtraction. Atlas-based cardiac segmentation and sophisticated rigid
and deformable registration algorithms enable accurate subtraction of the
coronary arteries to become a reality, leading to improved visualization of
the coronary lumen. The unique capabilities of Toshiba’s wide area detector
Aquilion ONE series are a perfect platform for this ground-breaking new
development. The 16cm z-axis coverage of the Aquilion ONE series allows
imaging of the heart in just one rotation, ensuring the scan is performed at
the same moment in time, making the registration and subtraction process
as simple as possible
Toshiba
Tokyo. Japan
www.toshiba-medical.eu/eu/

High Performance
compact CR system

The smallest, top-of-the-line
Regius range from Konica Minolta,
the REGIUS Model 110 is a high
performance single bay CR system
that can process up to 76 plates per
hour (14”x17”), achieving a highspeed processing cycle of 47 seconds/ plate. A touch screen control
station provides intuitive software
24
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tools for easy operation. The unit’s
space saving design results in an
extremely compact size, with a
depth of only 365 mm and a total
footprint of only 0.27 m2. This
allows flexibility in the placement
of the unit. For narrow spaces, the
system can be placed and operated
end-on whereas for more accessible spaces the unit can be operated
face-on. In both positions, the new
system enables easy operation. With
the height of the cassette slot at 710
mm, the insertion of the exposed
cassette is extremely easy. In addition to previous 175 and 87.5μm
read capacity, the Regius 110 HQ
model features a new 43.75μm read
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function for mammography. This
ultra-high resolution imaging has
been achieved by using C-PLATE
for mammography with excellent
sharpness and granularity. Mammography cassettes are handled
exactly as standard cassettes.
KONICA MINOLTA MEDICAL &
GRAPHIC IMAGING
LIJNDEN, THE NETHERLANDS
www.konicaminolta.com/selector/
medical.html

Multi-modality monitor

By effectively replacing a multimonitor setup with an 8 megapixel
screen capable of displaying all necessary image applications at once
the new RX 850 monitor enables
streamlining of the radiology
workflow. Two screens from separate input signals can be displayed
simultaneously on one monitor.
The widescreen enables simple and
flexible operation without obtrusive
bezels in between when viewing
images side-by-side. The monitor’s
overall size has been reduced to
take up 37% less space than its predecessor, making viewing images
on one screen more comfortable. In
addition, the thin bezels contribute to less head and eye movement
when used with a work list monitor.
The black front bezels are ideal for
viewing the screen in dark reading
rooms, making it easier to focus on
images.
EIZO carefully measures and
sets each grayscale tone to create
a monitor compliant with DICOM
Part 14. This ensures the most consistent shading possible, allowing
for the most accurate diagnosis.
The Hybrid Gamma function distinguishes between monochrome
and color images when viewed on
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New mammography system

Combining innovation and quality, the new
Amulet Innovality system from Fuji provides
tomosynthesis, 3D mammography and biopsy
capabilities.
In breast tomosynthesis, the X-ray tube
moves through an arc while acquiring a series of
low-dose x-ray images. The images taken from
different angles are then reconstructed into a
range of tomosynthesis slices where the structure of interest is always in focus. The reconstructed tomographic images make it easier
to identify lesions which might otherwise be
difficult to visualize in routine mammography
because of the presence of overlapping breast
structures. The tomosynthesis function on the
AMULET Innovality is suitable for a wide range of use and offers two modes to
cater for various clinical scenarios.
The ST (Standard) mode has an acquisition angle of ±7.5°. The smaller angular
range and fast image acquisition allow tomosynthesis scans to be quickly performed with a relatively low x-ray dose. Combined with rapid exposure timing,
the standard (ST) mode thus enables increases in workflow efficiency.
The HR (High Resolution) mode has an acquisition angle of ±20° which allows
improved depth resolution. This mode makes it possible to produce images with
an even higher level of detail and allows the region of interest to be brought into
clearer focus.
The system employs a direct-conversion flat panel detector made of amorphous Selenium (a-Se) which exhibits excellent conversion efficiency in the mammographic X-ray spectrum. The new Hexagonal Close Pattern (HCP) detector
efficiently collects electrical signal converted from X-rays to achieve both high
resolution and low noise. This unique design makes it possible to realize a higher
Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE) than with the square pixel array of conventional TFT panels. With the information collected by the HCP detector, AMULET
Innovality creates high definition images with a pixel size of 50 μm, the finest
available with a direct-conversion detector.
The system incorporates intelligent automatic exposure control which gives
advantages in defining the optimal dose for an examination compared to conventional AEC systems where the sensor position is fixed. Through the analysis
of information obtained from low-dose preshot images, Intelligent AEC makes it
possible to consider the mammary gland density (breast type) when defining the
x-ray energy and level of dose required.

brightness of 500 cd/m2. A built-in
Integrated Front Sensor (IFS) measures brightness and grayscale tones
to calibrate to DICOM Part 14.
Eizo
Ishikawa Japan
www.eizo.com

New ultrasound system
designed for women’s health
applications

Samsung’s new ground-breaking
UGEO WS80A ultrasound system
has been designed to provide superior image performance for a variety
of women’s health exams. With stylish Samsung design and innovative
features including 5D technologies,
MPI and ElastoScan, the new model
redefines premium ultrasound for
women’s health. Among the system’s
features are:
The Hybrid Beamforming Engine
evo combines optimal 2D and color
image quality with a fast frame rate to
provide more powerful data processing and noise reduction capabilities.
This advanced technology provides
clearer images and more stable signal
than previous beamforming engines,
thus helping to improve diagnostic
accuracy.
The Samsung Dynamic MR evo
(SDMR evo) offers speckle reduction, edge enhancement, and contrast enhancement for clear and
natural images. In addition, SDMR
evo improves on previous technology
with application-specific optimization and improved temporal resolution in live scan mode

Fuji Film
Tokyo Japan
www.fujifilm.com/products/medical/
the same screen, displaying each with
optimal brightness and tones. This
expands the usability of multimodality applications by allowing accurate
review of a mix of color and monochrome images. The super high-resolution screen displays 8 megapixels of information with a pixel pitch
of 0.1704 mm for viewing medical
images in exceptional detail. The
monitor also offers a high contrast
SUMMER 2014
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ratio of 1450:1 to accurately render
finer details. The Digital Uniformity
Equalizer (DUE) function helps to
even out fluctuations in brightness
and chroma on different parts of the
screen to provide smoother images.
The LED backlight offers a significantly longer service life over conventional CCFL backlights. In addition,
20,000 hours of usage time is guaranteed when used at the recommended
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TECHNOLOGY update
The ElastoScan technology incoporated in the system is designed to
aid early detection of malignant diseases and provide functional information on the tissue. ElastoScan
applies strain imaging technology
which displays the gradient value of
tissue displacement via color map.
Users can gain useful information
on tissue stiffness without palpation,
which was not available with conventional exams.

New line of high performance ultrasound scanners

Samsung
Seoul Korea
www.samsung.com/global/business/
healthcare

Advanced colono-videoscope

Olympus’ latest colono-videoscope,
the EVIS EXERA III CF-HQ190L/I,
uses an advanced Dual Focus optical system and Narrow Band Imaging
(NBI) to produce clear, bright images
for observation. Unique Responsive
Insertion Technology (RIT) ensures
ease of insertion and excellent scope
handling during a complete colonoscopy. The Dual Focus system allows
the user to select between two focus
settings to achieve the desired depth
of field for optimal observation. Narrow band imaging (NBI) now delivers significantly increased brightness, providing twice the viewable
distance compared to earlier scope
models. Responsive Insertion Technology (RIT) combines three proprietary insertion tube technologies to
facilitate complete colonoscopies by
improving scope handling, insertability, and ergonomics.
Olympus
Tokyo Japan
www.olympus-global.com
26
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With more than sixty years’ combined
experience and know-how in imaging techniques, Hitachi and Aloka have
always been pioneers in the development
of reliable high-quality solutions for a
broad range of ultrasound applications.
The company has now introduced
the ARIETTA 70 and ARIETTA 60
models which are two new diagnostic ultrasound platforms combining
the know-how developed in the HI
VISION series of Hitachi Medical Corporation with the ProSound models of
Aloka Co. as well as the results coming
from a close collaboration involving the
Central Research Laboratory of Hitachi, Ltd.
Though requiring very little space,
the new ultrasound platforms give
highly resolved ultrasound anatomical
detail thanks to the newly optimised
generation, emission and detection of
ultrasound signals, the improved signal processing, as well as the superb
quality of the display. Using multi-layer
crystal technology and an improved
connector, the versatile range of probes
achieves very high sensitivities from
the enhanced signal-to-noise ratios,
in addition to improved durability
and handling. The sophisticated, flexible programming of the emitted and
received ultrasound signals allows
more precise control of the ultrasound
beam, guaranteeing higher spatial resolution. Additionally, the new platforms
are equipped with fast ultrasound-specific digital signal processors, supporting a great variety of application-related
features and advanced data processing.
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In combination with the wide view
angle and the excellent contrast of the
IPS- Pro monitor, this powerful signal
processing unit significantly enhances
image clarity.
The new ultrasound products ARIETTA 70 and ARIETTA 60 are ideally
suited for many advanced applications,
such as Real-time Virtual Sonography
for a side-by-side display of ultrasound
and results from other modalities, e. g.
CT or MRI; Real-time Tissue Elastography, visualising tissue strain in realtime and giving local stiffness information; 2D-Tissue Tracking for quantitatively evaluating the movement and the
thickening of the cardiac muscle.
To help the user produce the high

c
quality diagnostic images, the new systems incorporate features that reduce
stress and improve ease-of-use. Detailed
ergonomic design. For example, compared to previous models the new systems are 45 % lighter. Two-way multirotary encoders enable the adjustment of
many functions in one control, thus significantly reducing hand and arm movements. The large palm rest at the center of the operating console is designed
to give optimum wrist support and the
panel height can be lowered to 70 cm,
allowing the operator to perform lower
extremity examinations with a safe, comfortable reach to the operating console.
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Hitachi Medical Systems
Europe
Zug, Switzerland
www.hitachi-aloka.co.jp.
www.hitachi-medical-systems.eu.
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AD IOM 1

When
Highest Iodine
Concentration
Matters1-2
In ﬁrst pass
dynamic CT imaging,
at equal ﬂow rate
and total iodine dose,
iomeprol 400 mgI/mL,
can provide better
contrast enhancement
and image quality than
contrast solutions at lower
iodine strength3-5

References: 1) Iezzi R, Cotroneo AR, Giammarino A, et al. Low-dose multidetector-row CT-angiography of abdominal aortic
aneurysm after endovascular repair. Eur J Radiol. 2011 Jul;79(1):21-8. Epub 2009 Dec 16 2) Iezzi R, Santoro M, Marano R,
Di Stasi C, Dattesi R, Kirchin M, Tinelli G, Snider F, Bonomo L. Low-dose multidetector CT angiography in the evaluation of infrarenal aorta and peripheral arterial occlusive disease. Radiology. 2012 Apr;263(1):287-98. Epub 2012 Feb 13 3) Albrecht T.,
Foert E., Holtkamp R., Kirchin M.A., Ribbe C., Wacker F.K., Kruschewski M., Meyer B.C. 16-MDCT angiography of aortoiliac and
lower extremity arteries: comparison with digital subtraction angiography. AJR Am J Roentgenol. 2007 Sep; 189(3):702-11
4) Schuknecht B. High-concentration contrast media (HCCM) in CT angiography of the carotid system: impact on therapeutic
decision making. Neuroradiology (2007)49 (Suppl 1) 5) Marchianò A., Spreaﬁco C., Lanocita R., Frigerio L., Di Tolla G., Patelli
G., Garbagnati F., Heiman F., Taroni P., Damascelli B. Does iodine concentration affect the diagnostic efﬁ cacyof biphasic spiral
CT in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma? Abdom Imaging. 2005 May-Jun; 30(3):274-80
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IOMERON®: CORE SUMMARY OF PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
Name of the Medicinal Product. IOMERON® 150/200/250/300/350/400
mg/ml solution for injection. Qualitative and Quantitative Composition.
IOMERON® 150/200/250/300/350/400: 100 ml contains 30.62 g, 40.82 g,
51.03 g, 61.24 g, 71.44 g, 81.65 g of Iomeprol (active ingredient). Therapeutic indications. This medicinal product is for diagnostic use only. Iomeron 150: infusion urography, digital substraction phlebography, CT (brain and
body) cavernosography, intravenous and intraarterial DSA, ERCP, MCU, MCU
in paediatrics. Iomeron 200: peripheral phlebography, digital subtraction phlebography, CT (brain and body), cavernosography, intravenous and intraarterial
DSA, ERCP, arthrography, hysterosalpingography, cholangiography, retrograde
urethrography, retrograde pyelo-ureterography,myelography. Iomeron 250: intravenous urography, peripheral phlebography, CT (brain and body), intravenous
and intraarterial DSA, myelography. Iomeron 300: Intravenous urography (in
adults and paediatrics), peripheral phlebography, CT (brain and body), cavernosography, intravenous DSA, conventional angiography, intraarterial DSA,
angiocardiography (in adults and paediatrics), conventional selective coronary
arteriography, interventional coronary arteriography, ERCP, arthrography, hysterosalpingography, ﬁstulography, discography, galactography, cholangiography, dacryocystography, sialography, retrograde urethrography, retrograde pyelo-ureterograpy, myelography. Iomeron 350: intravenous urography (in adults
and paediatrics),CT (body), intravenous DSA, conventional angiography, intraarterial DSA, angiocardiography (in adults and paediatrics), conventional selective
coronary arteriography, interventional coronary arteriography, arthrography,
hysterosalpingography, ﬁstulography, galactography, retrograde cholangiography, dacryocystography, sialography. Iomeron 400: intravenous urography (in
adults including those with renal impairment or diabetes), CT (body), conventional angiography, intraarterial DSA, angiocardiography (in adults and paediatrics), conventional selective coronary arteriography, interventional coronary
y, dacryocystography, sialography.
arteriography, ﬁstulography, galactography,
Contraindications. Hypersensitivityy to the active principle and to any of its
sus
ingredients. Investigations of the female genitaliaa are contraindicated in susregnancy and in cases of acute inﬂammation. Intrathecal
pected or conﬁrmed pregnancy
oncomitant administration of Iomeprol with corticosteroids is
administration. Concomitant
ted. Due to overdose considerations, immediate repeat mye
contraindicated.
myelograhe event of technical failure is contrain
phy in the
contraindicated. Special warnings and
ecial precaution for use. Consideration of possible serious side effects, the
special
use of iodinated contrast media should be limited to cases for which th
there is
a precise need for a contrast examination. Use in speciﬁc patients: Neonates,
tes
infants, children. Young infants (age <1 year) especially neonates, are particu
particularly susceptible to electrolyte imbalances and haemodynamic alterations. Care
should be taken regarding the dosage to be used, the details of the procedure
and the patient’s status. Elderly.
y The elderly are at special risk of reactions ddue
to CM high dosage. The frequently encountered combination of neurological
disturbances and severe vascular pathologies constitutes a serious complica
complication. Hypersensitivity or a previous history of a reaction to iodinated cont
contrast
media also increases the risk of recurrence of a severe reaction with non ionic
media. Women of child-bearing potential:l appropriate investigations and mea
measures should be taken when exposing women of child-bearing potential to an
any
X-ray, examination, whether with or without contrast medium. Caution should
be used in patients to patient with allergic disposition. hay fever, hives and food
allergy, asthmatic patients, hyperthyroidism, nodular goitre, renal impairment,
diabetes mellitus, multiple myeloma, paraproteinaemia (Waldestroem’s paraproteinemia), myelomatosis or paraproteinaemias, myasthenia gravis, severe
er and renal dysfunctions, severe cardiovascular disease, severe an
liver
and chronic
nsion, acute cerebral infarction, acute intracranial ha
hypertension,
haemorrhage, and
nvolving blood-brain-barrier (BBB) damag
conditions involving
damage, brain oedema and
on, presence of intracranial tum
acute demyelination,
tumors or metastases and a
rological symptoms du
history of epilepsy, neurological
due to degenerative, inﬂammatory
or neoplastic cerebrovascular pathologie
pathologies, cerebrovascular diseases, recent
stroke or frequent TIA (transient ischaemic attack), alcoholism. Undesirable
effects: general. The use of iodinated contrast media may cause untoward
side effects. They are usually mild to moderate. However, more serious reactions up to anaphylactoid shock, with possible fatal outcome, may occur.
In most cases reactions occur within minutes of dosing. However, reactions
may manifest also later on up to 24 hours from the injection, depending on
the administration route. Anaphylaxis (anaphylactoid/hypersensitivity reactions)
may manifest with various symptoms, and rarely does any one patient develop
all the symptoms. Typically, in 1 to 15 min (but rarely after as long as 2 h), the
patient complains of feeling abnormal, agitation, ﬂushing, feeling hot, sweating
increased, dizziness, lacrimation increased, rhinitis, palpitations, paraesthesia,
pruritus, head throbbing, pharyngolaryngeal pain and throat tightness, dysphagia, cough, sneezing, urticaria, erythema, and mild localised oedema or
angioneurotic oedema and dyspnoea owing to tongue and laryngeal oedema
and/or laryngospasm manifesting with wheezing and bronchospasm. Nausea,
vomiting, abdominal pain, and diarrhoea are less common. Severe anaphylactic reactions involving the cardiovascular system, such as vasodilatation, with
pronounced hypotension, reﬂex tachycardia, dyspnoea, agitation, cyanosis and
loss of consciousness progressing to respiratory and/or cardiac arrest may
result in death. These events can occur rapidly and require full and aggressive cardio-pulmonary resuscitation. Primary circulatory collapse, can occur as
the only and/or initial presentation without respiratory symptoms or without
other signs or symptoms outlined above. Overdose. Overdose may lead to
life-threatening adverse effects mainly through effects on the pulmonary and
cardiovascular system. Instruction for use/handling. Vial or bottles containing
contrast media solution are not intended for the withdrawal of multiple doses.
Bottles of 500 ml should be used in conjunction with an injector system. After
each patient examination, the connecting tubes (to the patient) and relevant disposable parts should be changed. Marketing Authorisation Information. The
Marketing Authorisation Holder, number, and date of approval may be different
in different countries. Volumes, presentations, and indications may also differ.
Refer to the local Summary of Product Characteristics. Please contact Bracco
Imaging SpA –Via Egidio Folli, 50 20134 Milano- Italy for further information.
Date of Preparation of this Document: October 2012
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EXPERIENCE A TRULY PREMIER
ULTRASOUND SYSTEM
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utilizing advanced technologies developed by Samsung,
while simultaneously enhancing user experience and providing
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